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A microscopic approach is presented to describe the contribution to the thermal diffusion coefficient
of colloids due to intercolloidal particle interactions. An exact expression for the leading-order virial
coefficient of the thermal diffusion coefficient of interacting colloidal spheres is derived in terms of
the intercolloidal pair-interaction potential and hydrodynamic interaction functions. This general
expression is explicitly evaluated for hard-core interactions and for spheres with a short-ranged
attractive potential. The derivation is based on a Smoluchowski equation that is generalized to
include temperature gradients. For short-ranged attractive potentials, a negative Soret coefficient is
predicted under certain conditions, when the depth of the attraction increases with increasing
temperature. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1633547#
I. INTRODUCTION
Diffusive mass transport can be induced solely by gradi-
ents in temperature. This phenomenon is commonly referred
to as thermodiffusion or the Soret effect, or sometimes the
Ludwig–Soret effect, since Ludwig actually found the effect
for the first time, but published only a single-page report on
his findings,1 contrary to Soret.2 A few decades later, some
theory was developed for gases and very dilute solutions on
a semiempirical basis.3–6 For more concentrated systems, ir-
reversible thermodynamics, partly based on Onsager’s
work,7 has been used to describe thermodiffusion ~see Refs.
8 and 9 and references therein!. A more elaborate, micro-
scopic theory for binary fluid mixtures has been proposed by
Bearman et al.,10 where the point of departure is the binary
Liouville equation. A similar microscopic approach for ther-
modiffusion of a single polymer chain, based on the Smolu-
chowski equation, has been suggested by Khazanovich.11
Khazanovich, however, used the Smoluchowski equation for
systems with a spatially constant temperature, thus missing
some of the explicit temperature gradient contributions.
These contributions will be included in the present treatment
of interacting colloids. Thermodiffusion of noninteracting
polymers has also been analyzed by Luettmer-Strathmann,12
partly analytically and partly by simulations, on the basis of
a regular solution grid model. Depending on the interaction
parameters, diffusion of the polymer chain to cold or hot
regions is predicted. Thermodiffusion of magnetic/charged
colloids has been considered by Morozov.13,14 Interactions
between the colloids are not taken into account in this work.
So far as I know, there is in fact no microscopic theory on
thermodiffusion available for concentrated macromolecular
solutions which describes the effect of interactions between
the macromolecules.
In Ref. 15, the preceding paper, hereafter referred-to as
Paper I, thermodiffusion of interacting colloidal spheres is
discussed on the basis of statistical thermodynamics and
force balance. The thermal diffusion coefficient is expressed
in terms of the pair-interaction potential between the colloi-
dal spheres. This approach does not allow inclusion of the
important effects of hydrodynamic interactions. Quantita-
tively correct numerical values for virial coefficients can
only be obtained through a microscopic approach, rather than
a statistical thermodynamics approach. The present paper
aims at the development of a microscopic theory for ther-
modiffusion as far as contributions due to intercolloidal in-
teractions are concerned. The first step in such a micro-
scopic approach is the derivation of a Smoluchowski
equation that is valid for systems in which the temperature is
not constant but varies with position. The results from Paper
I are necessary ingredients to obtain the relevant Smolu-
chowski equation. The second step is to integrate this equa-
tion to obtain an equation of motion for the colloidal number
density, including temperature gradients. This leads to ex-
pressions for the thermal diffusion coefficient in terms of the
pair-interaction potential and hydrodynamic interaction func-
tions.
The thermal diffusion coefficient consists of two additive
contributions, one arising from specific interactions between
surface groups of the colloidal particles with the solvent and
one arising from intercolloidal particle interactions. For
charged colloids, the ionic cloud can also contribute to single
colloidal particle thermodiffusion. Comparing experimental
results with the present theoretical predictions thus requires
one to subtract the thermal diffusion coefficient at infinite
dilution from that of the measured diffusion coefficient at
finite concentration ~see Sec. VI in Paper I for a more de-
tailed discussion!.
For small gradients in concentration r and temperature T
and small deviations from their mean values, the mass flux is
simply a linear combination of the gradients „r and „T . The
resulting mass conservation equation then takes the form
]
]t
r5D„2r1DT„2T , ~1!
where D and DT are referred to as the collective and thermal
diffusion coefficient, respectively. In the preceding paper ona!Electronic mail: j.k.g.dhont@fz-juelich.de
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thermodiffusion of colloids,15 the following expressions for
the collective and thermal diffusion coefficient were found:
D5D0b
]P~r ,T ,ms!
]r
, DT5D0b
]P~r ,T ,ms~T ,s !!
]T ,
~2!
where D0 is the Einstein translational diffusion coefficient of
a freely noninteracting colloidal sphere, b51/kBT , with kB
Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature, and P is the
osmotic pressure, which is a function of the colloid number
density r, temperature, and the chemical potential ms of the
pure solvent with which the suspension is in osmotic equi-
librium. Here, the temperature derivative includes the tem-
perature dependence of the chemical potential ms , which is
therefore written as a function of T and the remaining inde-
pendent variables s.
As explained in detail in Paper I, Eq. ~1! is only valid to
leading order in both gradients and deviations from colloid
number density and temperature from their mean values.
Otherwise, the right-hand side of Eq. ~1! would, among other
contributions, include terms ;„2„2r ~higher order gradi-
ents! and ;„T„r , ;„T„T ~higher order deviations
from mean values!.
The transport coefficients D and DT can be expressed in
terms of microscopic quantities, using the fact that the os-
motic pressure is equal to
P~r ,T ,ms!5rkBT
2
2p
3 r
2E
0
‘
dRR3geq~Rur ,T !
dV~RuT !
dR ,
~3!
where geq is the ~equilibrium! pair-correlation function, and
V is the pair-interaction potential of mean force. This poten-
tial of mean force is the potential energy between colloidal
spheres, averaged with respect to the phase-space coordi-
nates of the solvent molecules. Due to this averaging, the
pair potential is implicitly dependent on temperature ~and the
chemical potential ms), as discussed in detail in Paper I. Part
of the temperature dependence of the pair-correlation func-
tion originates from the implicit temperature dependence of
the potential of mean force. For low concentrations of col-
loidal spheres
geq~RuT !5exp$2bV~RuT !%, ~4!
which, upon substitution into Eqs. ~3! and ~2!, leads to ex-
pressions for the diffusion coefficients in terms of the pair-
interaction potential that are valid to leading order in concen-
tration. It is shown in Paper I that the implicit temperature
dependence of the pair-interaction potential of mean force
can give rise to negative Soret coefficients, implying diffu-
sion to hot regions. In the present paper, exact expressions
for the leading-order virial coefficients for D and DT will be
derived, including both direct and hydrodynamic interac-
tions.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, a Smolu-
chowski equation that is valid for systems in which the tem-
perature varies with position is derived. This equation of
motion is integrated in Sec. III, leading to exact expressions
for the leading-order virial coefficients. Model calculations
for hard spheres and for spheres where on top of the hard-
core interaction a very short-ranged attractive potential is
present, are given in Sec. IV. Section V contains a summary
and conclusions.
A constant, time-independent temperature profile is con-
sidered here. In a typical experiment such a temperature pro-
file is switched on at time t50, say, after which it is main-
tained. Starting at t50, the density will then develop
inhomogeneities under the influence of the stationary tem-
perature profile, which can be detected by optical means.
Clearly, the diffusion coefficients calculated by assuming a
constant temperature profile are the same coefficients which
describe processes in nonstationary temperature profiles.
II. THE SMOLUCHOWSKI EQUATION FOR SPATIALLY
VARYING TEMPERATURE
For systems with constant temperature, the Smolu-
chowski equation can be derived from the binary Liouville
equation for the colloidal spheres and the solvent
molecules.16,17 As far as I know, there has been no attempt to
derive the Smoluchowski equation for systems with spatially
varying temperature on a similar, microscopic basis. Here,
such a Smoluchowski equation is derived in a semiempirical
manner, demanding that the thermal diffusion coefficient is
indeed given by Eq. ~2!. It turns out that only the Brownian
force needs to be modified relative to systems with homoge-
neous temperature in order to incorporate temperature gradi-
ents. The temperature dependence of the pair potential gives
rise to additional, explicit temperature-gradient contributions
in a trivial way.
Starting point for a microscopic derivation of the expres-
sions ~2! is the Smoluchowski equation for spherical colloi-
dal particles. This is an equation of motion for the probabil-
ity density function ~pdf! P of the position coordinates
$r1 ,. . . ,rN% of all N colloidal spheres in the system under
consideration.16–18 The equation of motion for P is a conser-
vation equation
]
]t
P~r1 ,. . . ,rN ,t !52(
i51
N
„i@viP# , ~5!
where vi is the translational velocity of sphere i, and „i is the
gradient operator with respect to the position coordinate ri of
the ith sphere. The equation of motion ~1! can be found from
the Smoluchowski equation, noting that
r~r,t !5NP~r,t ![NE dr2flE drNP~r,r2 ,. . . ,rN ,t !.
~6!
For this purpose, the translational velocity of each colloidal
sphere must be expressed in terms of the colloidal particle
position coordinates.
In the case of homogeneous solvents, for the typically
low Reynolds numbers and slow dynamics of colloidal
spheres, the translational velocity vi is determined by the
forces Fj
h that the solvent exerts on the spheres j as ~the
superscript ‘‘h’’ stands for ‘‘hydrodynamic’’!
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vi52
1
g (j51
N
Mi j"Fj
h
. ~7!
The modified mobility tensors Mi j connect the translational
velocity of sphere i with the force Fj
h that the solvent exerts
on sphere j. These tensors account for the fact that a moving
sphere induces a flow field in the solvent which affects other
particles in their motion. Such interactions are referred to as
‘‘hydrodynamic interactions.’’ Furthermore, g56ph0a
~with h0 the shear viscosity of the solvent and a the radius of
the colloidal spheres! is the friction coefficient of a single
sphere with an otherwise quiescent solvent. Without hydro-
dynamic interactions ~HI! there is no coupling between vi
and Fj
h for iÞ j , and Stokes law holds for each sphere
Fj
h52gvj ~no HI!. ~8!
This is equivalent to
Mi j5Iˆd i j ~no HI!, ~9!
where Iˆ is the identity tensor and d i j the Kronecker delta.
The temperature dependence of the shear viscosity gives
rise to terms in the equation of motion ~1! which are ;„T
„r and ;„T„T . These terms are of second order in de-
viations from density and temperature from their mean val-
ues. Equation ~1! is valid only to leading order in these de-
viations. To leading order in these deviations, the
temperature dependence of the solvent properties can thus be
neglected. This allows one to consider hydrodynamic inter-
actions as if the solvent were homogeneous, that is, Eq. ~7!
can be used for thermodiffusion where the known approxi-
mations for the modified mobility tensors for homogeneous
systems can be used, and the temperature dependence of g
can be omitted. It would be a formidable task to calculate
hydrodynamic interaction functions in the case of strong
temperature gradients, where flow and pressure fields propa-
gate through a timely evolving, inhomogeneous solvent.
On the diffusive time scale, where the solvent phase-
space coordinates and the momentum coordinates of the col-
loidal spheres have relaxed, the inertial force on each colloi-
dal sphere is very small. There is thus force balance between
~i! the force Fj
h that the fluid exerts on the jth sphere; ~ii! the
force Fj
I that results from direct interactions with other
spheres; and ~iii! the Brownian force Fj
Br
. For a system of
constant temperature, the interaction force is equal to
Fj
I52„jF ~constant temperature!, ~10!
where F[F(r1 ,. . . ,rNuT) is the total potential of the assem-
bly of colloidal particles. This is a potential of mean force,
since it is averaged with respect to the degrees of freedom of
the solvent molecules. As discussed in detail in Paper I, this
potential is generally temperature dependent. The tempera-
ture dependence in Eq. ~10! denotes the implicit temperature
dependence including that of the chemical potential of the
solvent. In the case of spatially varying temperature, the
simple form ~10! must be adjusted as follows: First, assume
pairwise additivity, that is
f~r1 ,. . . ,rNuT !5 (
n,m
V~rnmuT !,
Fj
I52„j(
nÞ j
V~rn juT !, ~11!
where V is the pair potential of mean force, which depends
on the distance rnm5urn2rmu of just two colloidal particles.
This approximation is valid for spheres with short-ranged
interactions, that is, a potential where the range of the addi-
tional potential to the hard-core potential has a range that is
small compared to the radius of the core. It is also a good
approximation in many cases where the range of the addi-
tional potential is long ranged. When the range RV of the pair
potential is small in comparison to the length scale on which
the temperature varies, the temperature can be taken equal to
the local temperature, that is, the temperature at the position
in between the colloidal spheres n and m. Hence, T in the
pair potential in Eq. ~11! for the force is equal to T((rj
1rn)/2). For small gradients, this local temperature can be
expanded as ~with rn j5rn2rj)
TS rj1rn2 D5T~rj!1 12 rn j„jT~rj!. ~12!
For small deviations dT(r)[T(r)2T from the mean tem-
perature T of the entire system, one can thus write the inter-
action force as
Fj
I52(
nÞ j
„jV~r jnuT !2(
nÞ j
FdT~rj!1 12 rn j„jT~rj!G
3
]
]T „jV~r jnuT !. ~13!
The expression for the Brownian force as known for systems
with a constant temperature must be modified to include tem-
perature gradients. To see how the Brownian force must be
modified, consider an ideal system of noninteracting spheres,
for which N51 and F50, and Eq. ~8! for the hydrodynamic
force applies. In that case we have from force balance, Fh
1FBr50, so that v5FBr/g . From Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, it is
readily found that
]
]t
r~r,t !52„F 1g FBrr~r,t !G , ~r→0 !. ~14!
On the other hand, the osmotic pressure of an infinitely dilute
dispersion is equal to P5rkBT , so it follows from Eqs. ~1!
and ~2! that
]
]t
r~r,t !5„FkBTg „r~r,t !1 kBrg „T~r!G , ~r→0 !.
~15!
As discussed before, the temperature dependence of the pref-
actors D05kBT/g and kBr/g leads to terms ;„T„r and
;„T„T . These terms are of second order in deviations
dr(r,t)5r(r,t)2r of the density and dT(r)5T(r)2T of
the temperature from their mean values r and T, respectively.
In arriving at Eq. ~15!, these prefactors of the gradient terms
are taken inside the divergence, which is thus allowed to
leading order in deviations from mean values. Comparing
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~14! and ~15!, it follows that, to leading order in deviations
of density and temperature from their mean values
FBr52kBT„ ln$r~r,t !T~r!%. ~16!
From the Smoluchowski equation ~5! and Eq. ~6!, it imme-
diately follows that on the N-particle level the Brownian
force is given by
Fj
Br52kBT~rj!„j ln$PT~rj!%. ~17!
For a spatially constant temperature, this expression for the
Brownian force reduces to the well-known expression Fj
Br
52kBT„j ln$P%.25,18 Force balance implies that
05Fjh1FjI1FjBr . ~18!
This force balance equation can be used to evaluate vi from
Eqs. ~7!, ~13!, and ~17!, and the resulting expression can be
substituted into the conservation equation ~5! to arrive at the
Smoluchowski equation
]
]t
P~r1 ,. . . ,rN ,t !5
1
g (i , j51
N
„iMi jF kBT~rj!„jP
1P(
nÞ j
„jV~r jnuT !1kBP„jT~rj!
1P(
nÞ j H dT~rj!1 12 rn j„jT~rj!J
3
]
]T „jV~r jnuT !G . ~19!
This equation of motion is valid for small deviations of the
temperature from its mean value and small gradients in the
temperature. A first-principle derivation of Eq. ~19!, starting
from the Liouville equation for the binary mixture of solvent
molecules and colloidal particles, including temperature gra-
dients, has not yet been explored.
III. INTEGRATION OF THE SMOLUCHOWSKI
EQUATION
Using the connection ~6! between P and r, an equation
of motion of the type ~1! can be derived from Eq. ~19!, when
local equilibrium is assumed. On integration of the Smolu-
chowski equation, integrals with respect to the distance be-
tween particles are encountered, where in the integrand the
pair-correlation function is multiplied by the pair-force „V
and/or hydrodynamic interaction functions. The latter limit
the effective integration range to a molecular distance dm
~about 10 times the size of the core of the spheres, say!.
When the externally imposed temperature profile is varying
very slowly on the length scale set by dm , the pair-
correlation function in the integrand may be taken equal to
its equilibrium form geq for a homogeneous system evaluated
at the local density and temperature. There is local equilib-
rium since relaxation of density fluctuations with a wave-
length shorter than dm is very fast in comparison to the time
needed for an appreciable change of the density in case of
slowly spatially varying temperature. This is the statistical
analog of thermodynamic local equilibrium. Hence, in com-
bination with the assumption that deviations dr and dT of
the colloid density and temperature from their mean values
are small, in the integrands of the type of integrals mentioned
above, one can write ~with r215ur22r1u)
g~r22r1!5geq~r21ur ,T !1
]geq~r21ur ,T !
]T dTS r21r12 D
1
]geq~r21ur ,T !
]r
drS r21r12 ,t D , ~20!
where geq is the equilibrium pair-correlation function of a
homogeneous system. The temperature dependence of geq is
partly due to the implicit temperature dependence of the po-
tential of mean force. Assuming small spatial gradients, the
deviations in density and temperature can then be gradient
expanded up to leading order, as in Eq. ~12!.
On integration of Eq. ~19! with the neglect of hydrody-
namic interactions, these assumptions lead to Eq. ~2! for the
transport coefficients ~see Appendix A for mathematical de-
tails!.
Hydrodynamic interactions can be included on the two-
particle level, where at most two particles interact simulta-
neously. Together with Eq. ~4! for the pair-correlation func-
tion, this gives exact leading-order virial expansions for the
diffusion coefficients.
On the two-particle level, the hydrodynamic interaction
tensors Mi j depend only on the relative separation ri j5ri
2rj between spheres, and can be written as
Mi j5Ac~ri j!rˆi jrˆi j1Bc~ri j!@Iˆ2 rˆi jrˆi j# , iÞ j ,
~21!
Mii5Iˆ1DMii with DMii5(
nÞi
N
$As~rin!rˆinrˆin
1Bs~rin!@Iˆ2 rˆinrˆin#%,
where rˆi j5ri j /ri j is the unit vector along ri j and Iˆ is the unit
tensor. The summation over the intermediate nth sphere for
the self part of the hydrodynamic interaction tensors repre-
sents the interaction of the given ith sphere with all the re-
maining spheres on a pairwise additive level. The scalar
functions A and B, where the indices c and s stand for
‘‘cross’’ (iÞ j) and ‘‘self,’’ respectively, can be expanded in a
power series of the inverse distance a/ri j , where a is the
core diameter of the spheres,19–23
Ac~ri j!5 (
m51
‘
ac
~m !S 2a
ri j
D m, Bc~ri j!5 (
m51
‘
bc
~m !S 2a
ri j
D m,
~22!
and similarly for the self functions
As~ri j!5 (
m51
‘
as
~m !S 2a
ri j
D m, Bs~ri j!5 (
m51
‘
bs
~m !S 2a
ri j
D m,
~23!
where the numerical values of the coefficients ac ,s
(m) and bc ,s
(m)
are known up to very large order m.
Integration of the Smoluchowski equation, using the
pairwise additive form ~21!–~23! for the mobility tensors and
Eq. ~4! for the pair-correlation function, leads to the follow-
ing expression for the collective diffusion coefficient:
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D5D0@11amw1O~w2!# , ~24!
where w5(4p/3)a3r is the volume fraction of colloidal
spheres ~with a the radius of the hard core!, and the leading-
order virial coefficient am is equal to ~see Appendix B for
mathematical details!
am58 exp$2bV1~T !%@11Ac ,1* 2Ac ,1#
18E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
exp$2bV~RuT !%
3H As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !
2R@11Ac*2Ac#b
dV~RuT !
dR J . ~25!
Here, R5ur22r1u is the distance between two colloidal
spheres. The index ‘‘1’’ is used to indicate the contact value
of functions. For example
V1~T ![lim
e↓0
V~R52a1euT !, Ac ,1[lim
e↓0
Ac~R52a1e!.
~26!
As explained in Paper I, the temperature dependence of the
pair potential of mean force includes the temperature depen-
dence of the chemical potential of the solvent. The* on Ac
and Bc in Eq. ~25! means that only terms in Eqs. ~21! and
~22! which contribute to the divergenceless part of Mi j with
iÞ j are retained. The thermal diffusion coefficient can be
written as
DT5DT
~0 !1DT
~ i !
, ~27!
where DT
(0) is the contribution due to explicit temperature
dependencies and DT
(i) the contribution due to the implicit
temperature dependence of both g and V . Integration of the
Smoluchowski equation leads to
DT
~0 !5D0
r
T @11aT
~0 !w1O~w2!# , ~28!
where the leading-order virial coefficient aT
(0) is equal to ~see
Appendix B for mathematical details!,
aT
~0 !54 exp$2bV1~T !%$@11Ac ,1* 2Ac ,1#@11bV1~T !#1As ,11Ac ,1* %
18E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
exp$2bV~RuT !%H @As~R !1Ac*~R !
12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !#F11 12 bV~RuT !G2 12 R@11Ac*~R !2Ac~R !#b2V~RuT ! dV~RuT !dR
2
1
2 R@As~R !1Ac
*~R !#b
dV~RuT !
dR J . ~29!
The implicit contribution to the thermal diffusion coefficient is equal to
DT
~ i !5D0
r
T @aT
~ i !w1O~w2!# , ~30!
where the leading-order virial coefficient aT
(i) is equal to
aT
~ i !524bT exp$2bV1~T !%
dV1~T !
dT @11Ac ,1
* 2Ac ,1#
24E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
exp$2bV~RuT !%H @As~R !1Ac*~R !
12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !#bT
]V~RuT !
]T 1R@11Ac
*~R !2Ac~R !#bTF ]]T dV~RuT !dR 2b ]V~RuT !]T dV~RuT !dR G J . ~31!
This concludes the microscopic derivation of the equation of
motion ~1!, leading to microscopic expressions for the diffu-
sion coefficients. The explicit expressions up to leading order
in concentration as given above, which include hydrody-
namic interactions, will be evaluated in the following section
for two model potentials of mean force.
IV. MODEL CALCULATIONS
For a very dilute suspension, a ‘‘colloidal gas,’’ virial
corrections to transport coefficients can be neglected. It thus
follows immediately from Eqs. ~24!, ~27!, ~28!, and ~30! that
D5D0 , DT5D0
r
T . ~32!
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The Soret coefficient, defined as ST[DT /rD ~see Paper I!,
is thus equal to
ST51/T . ~33!
As mentioned before, thermodiffusion induced by specific
interactions between the surface of the colloidal spheres and
the solvent ~and possibly its ionic cloud! are not included
here. Depending on the nature of the specific interactions
between the surface of the colloidal spheres and solvent mol-
ecules, the Soret coefficient is different from that in Eq. ~33!
~as for the dilute polymer solutions as studied by
Luettmer-Strathmann12!. The Soret coefficient at infinite di-
lution, including these specific interactions, is discussed in
more detail in Sec. VI of Paper I. Also, when these specific
interactions are significant, one has DT;r , so that the Soret
coefficient remains concentration independent when intercol-
loidal particle interactions are not important. Any concentra-
tion dependence of the Soret coefficient is due to interactions
between colloidal spheres.
A. Hard-sphere colloids
Besides the ideal colloidal gas discussed above, the sim-
plest system is a suspension of hard spheres. For hard
spheres, by definition, the contact value V150, while
V(RuT)[0 for R.2a . Hence, from Eq. ~25! ~the index
‘‘HS’’ stands for ‘‘hard spheres’’!
am ,HS58@11Ac ,1* 2Ac ,1#18E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
3$As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !%, ~34!
while the thermal diffusion virial coefficients follow from
Eq. ~29!
aT ,HS
~0 ! 54@11As ,112Ac ,1* 2Ac ,1#
18E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
$As~R !1Ac*~R !
12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !%, ~35!
and Eq. ~31!
aT ,HS
~ i ! 50. ~36!
There are two alternative approaches to approximate the hy-
drodynamic interaction functions. First of all, one could use
a Taylor expansion with respect to the inverse distance be-
tween particles, where the coefficients of many hundreds of
terms are known.21–23 One could also use Pade´-interpolation
functions, which combine lubrication forms and truncated
Taylor expansions ~see, for example, Ref. 24!. Both alterna-
tives yield very accurate values for transport coefficients.
Contact values of hydrodynamic interaction functions are ex-
actly know from lubrication theory,19,20
Ac ,150.775, Ac ,1* 50.150, Bc ,150.489,
Bc ,1* 50.052, As ,1520.225, Bs ,1520.109. ~37!
It is thus found that
D5D0@111.45w1O~w2!# , ~38!
which is a well-known result first found by Batchelor,25 and
DT5D0
r
T @120.35w1O~w
2!# . ~39!
As before, it is assumed here that specific, temperature-
dependent interactions between the surface of a colloidal
sphere and the solvent can be neglected. So far, the predic-
tion ~39! has not been tested by experiment.
The values of the coefficients in Eqs. ~38! and ~39!, 1.45
and 20.35, are significantly different from their values with-
out hydrodynamic interactions, 8 and 4, respectively. Hydro-
dynamic interactions are thus quite significant, and even
change the sign of the virial coefficient for DT .
B. Colloids with short-ranged attractions
As shown in Paper I, short-ranged attractive potentials
can give rise to negative thermal-diffusion coefficients. In
this section we shall calculate virial coefficients for suspen-
sions of spheres with a short-ranged attractive potential on
top of the always existing core repulsion. Contrary to the
calculation in Paper I, hydrodynamic interactions are ac-
counted for, leading to quantitatively correct virial coeffi-
cients that could be verified experimentally.
Very short-ranged attractions can be modeled by the
‘‘triangular potential’’
V~RuT !5e~T !
R22a2D
D
, for 2a<R<2a1D ,
50, for 2a1D,R , ~40!
where e is the temperature-dependent depth of the additional
potential, with e.0 for attractive potentials, and where D is
its range, which is taken as temperature independent. Practi-
cal systems that could be modeled with such a potential are,
for example, spheres coated with short polymer chains in a
marginal/bad solvent for the grafted polymers, or large
spheres with a van der Waals attraction due to large differ-
ences in refractive index of the spheres and the solvent.
Short-range interactions are considered here, meaning that
virial coefficients will be calculated to leading order in D/2a .
The width D of the triangular potential is thus assumed very
small as compared to the core diameter 2a of the spheres.
For the pair-interaction potential ~40!, the integral in Eq.
~25! for am can be evaluated to leading order in D/2a , lead-
ing to ~the subscript ‘‘SS’’ stands for ‘‘sticky spheres’’!
am ,SS5am ,HS18
D
2a $312Ac ,1
* 23Ac ,12As ,122Bs ,1
22Bc ,1* 1]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1%FD~be!, ~41!
where am ,HS is the hard-sphere result, given in Eq. ~34!, and,
for example, ]Ac ,1 is defined as the derivative of Ac(R/2a)
with respect to R/2a at R52a1. Furthermore
FD~a!5~11a2exp$a%!/a . ~42!
Mathematical details are given in Appendix C. Similarly, the
integral in Eq. ~29! for aT
(0) leads to
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aT ,SS
~0 ! 5aT ,HS
~0 ! 14
D
2a @$312Ac ,1
* 23Ac ,12As ,1
22Bs ,122Bc ,1* 1]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1%FT
~0 !~be!
1$2Ac ,1* 12As ,122Bs ,122Bc ,1* 1]As ,1
1]Ac ,1* %FD~be!# , ~43!
where
FT
~0 !~a!5~21a1@a22#exp$a%!/a , ~44!
and Eq. ~31! for aT
(i) gives ~note that for hard spheres, aT
(i)
50)
aT ,SS
~ i ! 54FTe dedTG D2a $312Ac ,1* 23Ac ,12As ,122Bs ,1
22Bc ,1* 1]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1%FT
~ i !~be!, ~45!
where
FT
~ i !~a!5FD~a!2FT
~0 !~a!5~211@12a#exp$a%!/a .
~46!
In addition to just contact values for hydrodynamic interac-
tion functions, we now also need the first-order derivatives
]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1 and ]As ,11]Ac ,1* . The former derivative is
exactly known, since only the first two terms in the inverse
distance expansion ~22! contribute to the difference Ac*(R)
2Ac(R). It thus follows from the first few terms in the in-
verse distance expansion that ]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1(R)53/8. The
second derivative is found from lubrication theory,19,20
]As ,11]Ac ,1* 50.095. It is thus found that
D5D0F11wH 1.4514.50 3D2a FD~be!J G , ~47!
DT
~0 !5D0
r
T F11wH 20.351 3D2a ~2.25FT~0 !~be!
10.08FD~be!!J G , ~48!
DT
~ i !5D0
r
T 2.25wFTe dedTG 3D2a FT~ i !~be!. ~49!
These expressions can be compared to those in Paper I,
where hydrodynamic interactions are neglected.
The thermal diffusion coefficient and Soret coefficient
are plotted as functions of volume fraction and temperature
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The parameter set for
which these calculations are made is given in the figure leg-
ends. For the dotted curves, hydrodynamics is neglected. As
can be seen, hydrodynamic interactions render DT and ST
larger. Hydrodynamics thus tends to increase the concentra-
tion and decrease the temperature at which DT changes sign.
The above expressions for the thermal diffusion coeffi-
cients are relevant to experiments, where the parameters e
and D can be determined independently through temperature-
dependent dynamic light scattering measurements of D, and
possibly viscosity and sedimentation experiments. The most
interesting kind of particles would be those for which
de/dT.0, that is, for which the depth of attraction increases
with temperature.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
On the basis of results obtained in Paper I, a Smolu-
chowski equation is proposed that is valid for systems where
the temperature is spatially varying. By integration of this
equation of motion, microscopic expressions for the thermal
diffusion coefficient are derived. For systems where hydro-
dynamic interactions are important, exact results can be ob-
tained only to leading order in concentration. For systems
which are hydrodynamically very dilute, but possible ther-
modynamically concentrated, the thermal diffusion coeffi-
cient can be calculated from Eqs. ~2! and ~3! for larger con-
centrations, using Ornstein–Zernike type of approximations
for the pair-correlation function.
There are two macromolecular systems on which sys-
tematic, concentration-dependent thermodiffusion experi-
ments have been performed. In Ref. 26 a micellar system has
been studied, and thermodiffusion of polystyrene is dis-
FIG. 1. ~a! The thermal diffusion coefficient in dimensionless form as a
function of the volume fraction of colloids. Note that vc0DT /D05(w/T)@1
1(fl)w# . Here, D/2a51/100, d ln$e%/d ln$T%510/be and be55 at room
temperature T05293 K. ~b! The thermal diffusion coefficient, again in di-
mensionless form, as a function of the temperature for w50.1.
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cussed in Ref. 27, with ethyl acetate as solvent, and in Ref.
28 with toluene as solvent. Here, interactions are found to
play an important role. These studies, however, do not allow
for a quantitative comparison with the theory given here:
interaction parameters for the micellar system are not known,
and the present theory does not apply to polymers. System-
atic experiments on colloids have not been done so far. A still
open question is how binary colloidal mixtures of interacting
spheres behave. The present approach can be extended to
multicomponent colloidal systems, where the most simple
system to be studied would be a hard-sphere mixture.
As discussed in Sec. VI of Paper I, the single-particle
contribution of the thermal diffusion coefficient should be
subtracted from the measured diffusion coefficient in order to
obtain the contribution due to interactions between the col-
loidal particles. Apart from the ideal colloidal-gas contribu-
tion, there may be substantial contributions to the thermal
diffusion coefficient of a noninteracting colloidal sphere as a
result of specific interactions between colloid surface groups
and solvent molecules. For the micellar system used in Ref.
26, these single-particle contributions are experimentally
shown to be quite significant.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. 2 FROM EQ. 19
Here, we shall show that the adapted Smoluchowski
equation ~19!, which includes spatial temperature variations,
indeed assures that the thermodynamic results ~2! are recov-
ered for any concentration. The results ~2! are derived in
Paper I, where the thermodynamic approach does not allow
inclusion of hydrodynamic interactions.
With the neglect of hydrodynamic interactions, Mi j takes
the simple form ~9!. Substitution of this form into the Smolu-
chowski equation ~19!, integration with respect to
$r2 ,r3 ,. . . ,rN%, and using Eq. ~6!, yields ~with r215r22r1
and r125ur21u)
]r~r1 ,t !
]t
5I11I21I31I41I5 , ~A1!
with
I15
N
g
„1E dr2flE drNkBT~r1!„1P , I25N~N21 !g „1E dr2flE drNP„1V~r12uT !,
I35
N
g
„1E dr2flE drNkBP„1T~r1!, ~A2!
I45
N~N21 !
g
„1E dr2flE drNPdT~r1! ]]T „1V~r12uT !,
I55
N~N21 !
2g „1E dr2flE drNP@r21„1T~r1!# ]]T „1V~r12uT !,
where it is assumed that the colloidal spheres are identical.
Note that according to Gauss’s integral theorem, all terms
with iÞ1 in the Smoluchowski equation do not contribute.
To leading order in gradients and deviations from mean val-
ues, the integrals I1 and I3 are easily seen to be equal to
I15
kBT
g
„1
2r~r1 ,t !5D0„1
2r~r1 ,t !, ~A3!
I35
kBr
g
„1
2T~r1!5D0
r
T „1
2T~r1!. ~A4!
The second integral can be written as
I25
1
g
„1E dr2r~r1 ,t !r~r2 ,t !g~r1 ,r2 ,t !„1V~r12uT !,
~A5!
FIG. 2. The Soret coefficient as a function of concentration ~a! and tempera-
ture ~b!. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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where the pair-correlation function g is defined as
P~r1 ,t !P~r2 ,t !g~r1 ,r2 ,t !
[P2~r1 ,r2 ,t ![E dr3flE drNP~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,fl ,rN ,t !,
~A6!
where P1 and P2 are the one- and two-particle probability
density functions, respectively. Now write ~with r125r1
2r2 and r125ur12u)
r~r,t !5r1dr~r,t !,
T~r!5T1dT~r!, ~A7!
g~r1 ,r2 ,t !5geq~r12ur ,T !1dg~r1 ,r2 ,t !,
where r, T, and geq are the mean number density, tempera-
ture, and the equilibrium pair-correlation function, respec-
tively, while dr, dT , and dg are the corresponding small,
spatially varying quantities. The small deviation dg of the
pair-correlation function from its local equilibrium form geq
is given by Eq. ~20!. Substitution of Eq. ~A7! into Eq. ~A5!,
linearization with respect to deviations, and omitting inte-
grals of odd functions of r12 which vanish, leads to ~for
brevity, the density and temperature dependencies of g and V
are omitted!
I25
r
g
„1E dr2Fr ]geq~r12!]r drS r11r22 D1r ]g
eq~r12!
]T
3dTS r11r22 D1geq~r12!dr~r2 ,t !G„1V~r12!. ~A8!
Next, the following leading-order gradient expansions are
used:
r~r2 ,t !5r~r1 ,t !1r21„1r~r1 ,t !,
~A9!
rS r11r22 ,t D5r~r1 ,t !1 12 r21„1r~r1 ,t !,
and similarly for the temperature. Substitution into Eq. ~A8!,
using that „1V5 rˆ12dV(r12)/dr12 with rˆ125r12 /r12 , trans-
forming to the integration variable r12 , and using that for
arbitrary functions f (r12)
E dr12rˆ12rˆ12f ~r12!5 4p3 IˆE0
‘
dr12r12
2 f ~r12!, ~A10!
it is finally found that ~with R5r12)
I252
2p
3g „1
2r~r1 ,t !
]
]r
r2
3E
0
‘
dRR3geq~Rur ,t !
dV~RuT !
dR 2
2pr2
3g „1
2T~r1!
3E
0
‘
dRR3
]geq~Rur ,T !
]T
dV~RuT !
dR . ~A11!
The integrands in Eq. ~A2! for I4 and I5 are first order in dT ,
so that after integration with respect to $r3 ,. . . ,rN%, the com-
bination r(r1 ,t)r(r2 ,t)g(r1 ,r2 ,t) can be set equal to
r2geq(r12ur ,T). Following the same procedure as described
above for the evaluation of I2 , it is readily found that
I45
r2
g
„1dT~r1!E dr2geq~r12! ]]T „1V~r12uT !. ~A12!
Transforming to the integration variable r12 , as before, it
follows from the fact that „1V is an odd function of r12 that
I450. ~A13!
Similarly, it is found that
I552
r2
2g „1E dr2r12geq~r12! ]]T dV~r12!dr12
3 rˆ12rˆ12„1T~r1!. ~A14!
Transforming to the integration variable r12 , performing the
angular integrations using Eq. ~A10!, it is thus found that
~again with R5r12)
I552
2pr2
3g „1
2T~r1!
3E
0
‘
dRR3geq~Rur ,T !
]
]T
dV~RuT !
dR . ~A15!
Collecting results and grouping terms ;„1
2r(r1 ,t) and
;„1
2T(r1), it is easily verified that Eq. ~A1! is precisely Eq.
~1!, with D and DT given by Eq. ~2!, with P equal to the
expression in Eq. ~3!.
This verifies that the Smoluchowski equation ~19!, with
the neglect of hydrodynamic interactions, reproduces the re-
sults obtained in Paper I that were obtained on the basis of
thermodynamics and force balance.
APPENDIX B: INTEGRATION OF THE
SMOLUCHOWKSI EQUATION
Two of the nontrivial integrals that are encountered on
integration of the Smoluchowski equation ~19! will be dis-
cussed in some detail. The mathematics is much like that
discussed in Appendix A, except that the hydrodynamic in-
teraction functions complicate things in a nontrivial manner.
First, consider the integral that originates from the first
and third terms ~the Brownian contributions! in the square
brackets in Eq. ~19!. Due to Gauss’s integral theorem, only
the terms with i51 survive the integration with respect to
$r2 ,. . . ,rN%. Integration of Eq. ~19! and assuming identical
colloidal particles leads to the integrals
I5
kBN
g
„1E dr2flE drN„1@T~r1!P#
1
kBN
g
„1E dr2flE drNDM11„1@T~r1!P#
1
kBN~N21 !
g
„1E dr2flE drNM12„2@T~r2!P# .
~B1!
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We shall consider here, as an example, just the last integral.
The other integrals are evaluated similarly. Since M12 only
depends on r1 and r2 , the integration with respect to
$r3 ,. . . ,rN% can be done. Using the definition ~A6! of the
pair-correlation function, the last integral in Eq. ~B1!, I3 say,
is thus found to be equal to
I35
kB
g
„1E dr2M12„2@T~r2!r~r1 ,t !r~r2 ,t !g~r1 ,r2 ,t !# .
~B2!
Note that, according to Gauss’s theorem, only the diver-
genceless part of M12 contributes to the integral. This is im-
portant to assure convergence of the integral. Substitution of
the leading order expansions ~A7!, linearization with respect
to the deviations dr, dT , and dg , using Eqs. ~21! and ~22!
for the hydrodynamic mobility tensor, gives
I35
kB
g
„1E dr2@Bc*~r12!Iˆ1~Ac*~r12!2Bc*~r12!!rˆ12rˆ12#
„2H r2Tgeq~r12uT !1rTgeq~r12uT !dr~r1 ,t !
1rTgeq~r12uT !dr~r2 ,t !1r2geq~r12uT !dT~r2 ,t !
1r2T
]geq~r12uT !
]T dTS r11r22 D J . ~B3!
The coefficients Ac and Bc in Eq. ~22! that contribute to the
divergenceless part of M12 are denoted here as Ac* and Bc* ,
respectively. The first two terms between the curly brackets
vanish upon integration, because „2geq(r12uT)
5 rˆ21dg(r12uT)/dr12 , rendering the integrand an odd func-
tion of r12 . Note that to within the low density approxima-
tion ~4!, the pair-correlation function is only temperature de-
pendent, not density dependent. Substitution of the leading-
order gradient expansions ~A9!, both for the density and
temperature, into Eq. ~B3!, changing to the integration vari-
able r12 , and using Eq. ~A10! for the angular integration, it is
finally found that ~with R5r12)
I35
4p
3 rD0
r
T„1
2T~r1!E
0
‘
dRR2H ~Ac*~R !12Bc*~R !!S geq~RuT !1 12 T ]geq~RuT !]T D
1RAc*~R !S dg~RuT !dR 1 12 T ]]T dg
eq~RuT !
dR D J
1
4p
3 rD0„1
2r~r1 ,t !E
0
‘
dRR2H ~Ac*~R !12Bc*~R !!geq~RuT !1RAc*~R ! dgeq~RuT !dR J . ~B4!
The two other integrals in Eq. ~B1! are evaluated similarly.
Second, consider the interaction contribution corre-
sponding to the last term in the curly brackets in Eq. ~19!. As
in the expression ~B1!, this term leads to three contributions,
one of which reads
I85
N
2g „1E dr2flE drN (mÞ1 @Bs~r1m!Iˆ1~As~r1m!
2Bs~r1m!!rˆ1mrˆ1m#P3 (
nÞ1
@rn1
„1T~r1!# ]]T „1V~r1nuT !. ~B5!
First, note that „1T(r1) is already first order in deviation
from the mean temperature, so that on integration,
r(r1 ,t)r(r2 ,t)g(r1 ,r2 ,t) need not be expanded with respect
to deviations. Second, ‘‘cross terms,’’ where nÞm , lead to
contributions that are of third order in the mean number den-
sity r. To leading order in density, only contributions with
n5m need be calculated. For identical colloidal spheres, it is
thus readily found that
I852
2p
3 rD0
r
T„1
2T~r1!bT
3E
0
‘
dRR3As~R !geq~R !
]
]T
dV~RuT !
dR . ~B6!
The remaining contributions to the equation of motion for
r(r,t) can be evaluated similarly.
Collecting terms and using Eq. ~4! for the pair-
correlation function leads to the virial expansion
D5D0@11amw1O~w2!# , ~B7!
where w5(4p/3)a3r is the volume fraction of colloidal
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spheres, with a the radius of the hard core!, and the leading-
order virial coefficient am is equal to ~with R5ur22r1u the
distance between two colloidal spheres!
am5E
0
‘
dS R
a
D S R
a
D 2 exp$2bV~RuT !%H As~R !1Ac*~R !
12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !2R@11Ac*2Ac#b
dV~RuT !
dR J .
~B8!
The corresponding virial expansion for DT is found to be
given by
DT
~0 !5D0
r
T@11aTw1O~w
2!# , ~B9!
where the leading-order virial coefficient aT is equal to
aT5E
0
‘
dS R
a
D S R
a
D 2 exp$2bV~RuT !%H @As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !#F11 12 bV~RuT !G
2
1
2 R@11Ac
*~R !2Ac~R !#b2V~RuT !
dV~RuT !
dR 2
1
2 R@As~R !1Ac
*~R !#b
dV~RuT !
dR J
2
1
2 E0
‘
dS R
a
D S R
a
D 2exp$2bV~RuT !%H @As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !#bT ]V~RuT !]T
1R@11Ac*~R !2Ac~R !#bTF ]]T dV~RuT !dR 2b ]V~RuT !]T dV~RuT !dR G J . ~B10!
As a last step, the singular behavior of the integrands at
contact should be explicitly accounted for. To this end, first
note that
exp$2bV~RuT !%
dV~RuT !
dR
52b21
d
dR exp$2bV~RuT !%
52b21 exp$2bV1~T !%d~R22a !,
for 2a2e,R,2a1e , ~B11!
where d is the one-dimensional delta distribution, e is an
arbitrary small distance, and
V1~T ![lim
e↓0
V~2a1euT !, ~B12!
is the contact value of the pair-interaction potential. The in-
tegral in the expression ~B8! is now split into two integrals
E
0
‘
dR~fl !5E
2a2e
2a1e
dR~fl !1E
2a1e
‘
dR~fl !, ~B13!
where e is an arbitrary small distance. Only the first integral
contains the singular contribution from the discontinuity of
the potential at contact where R52a . Note that, due to the
exponential of the pair potential in the integrands, values of
R less then 2a do not contribute to the integral. Using Eq.
~B11! in Eq. ~B13! as far as the first integral is concerned,
Eq. ~25! for the virial coefficient am follows immediately
from Eq. ~B8!. Next, it follows from Eq. ~B11! that
exp$2bV~RuT !%F ]]T dV~RuT !dR 2b ]V~RuT !]T dV~RuT !dR G
5exp$2bV1~T !%FdV1~T !dT 2 b
21
T Gd~R22a !,
for 2a2e,R,2a1e , ~B14!
where, as before, e is an arbitrary small distance. Writing the
integrals in Eq. ~B10! as a sum of the two integrals in Eq.
~B13!, the singular contribution to the second integral in Eq.
~B10! is easily evaluated. Note that singular contribution to
the first integral in Eq. ~B10! is absent. Writing aT as a sum
of terms which vanish when V is temperature independent
and the rest, leads to the expressions ~29! and ~31! for the
virial coefficients aT
(0) and aT
(i)
, respectively.
APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS
FOR SHORT-RANGED POTENTIALS
As an example, we calculate am in Eq. ~25! for the po-
tential ~40! to first order in D/2a . The same mathematical
steps can be used to evaluate aT
(0) and aT
(i)
.
First of all, the integral in Eq. ~25! is written as a sum of
two integrals ranging from RP(2a ,2a1D) and RP(2a
1D ,‘), respectively. For the latter integral, I8 say, V[0,
leading to
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I85E
2a1D
‘
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
$As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !
12Bc*~R !%
5F E
2a
‘
2E
2a
2a1D GdS R2a D S R2a D 2$As~R !1Ac*~R !
12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !%. ~C1!
To first order in D/2a , the second integral in Eq. ~C1! is
equal to
D
2a $As ,11Ac ,1
* 12Bs ,112Bc ,1* %. ~C2!
In the integral mentioned in the beginning, ranging from R
P(2a ,2a1D), the new integration variable
z5
R22a
D
, ~C3!
is introduced, which now varies from 0 to 1. The expression
that needs to be evaluated for the calculation of am thus
reads
I5E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
$As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !
12Bc*~R !%2
D
2a $As ,11Ac ,1
* 12Bs ,112Bc ,1* %
1
D
2a E0
1
dz exp$2be~z21 !%S 11 D2a z D
2H FS 1
1
D
2a z D2be 2aD S 11 D2a z DGS 11 D2a z D J , ~C4!
where
F~x ![As~x !1Ac*~x !12Bs~x !12Bc*~x !,
~C5!G~x !511Ac*~x !2Ac~x !.
Hydrodynamic interaction functions are regarded here as
functions of R/2a511(D/2a)z , rather than just R. Note that
the large prefactor 2a/D of G in Eq. ~C5! originates from
dV/dR . In order to obtain expressions to first order in D/2a ,
we can take F in Eq. ~C5! equal to its contact value F1 at
R52a , while G must be expanded to leading order as
GS 11 D2a z D5G11 D2a z]G1 , ~C6!
where ]G1 is the derivative dG(x)/dx at contact. Substitut-
ing into Eq. ~C4!, further expanding up to linear order in
D/2a , leads to
I5E
R.2a
dS R2a D S R2a D
2
$As~R !1Ac*~R !12Bs~R !12Bc*~R !%2
D
2a $As ,11Ac ,1
* 12Bs ,112Bc ,1* %
1$11Ac ,1* 2Ac ,1%~12exp$be%!1
D
2a F $As ,11Ac ,1* 12Bs ,112Bc ,1* % exp$be%21be
1$313Ac ,1* 23Ac ,11]Ac ,1* 2]Ac ,1%
11be2exp$be%
be G , ~C7!
where, for example, ]Ac ,1 is defined as the derivative of
Ac(R/2a) with respect to R/2a at contact.
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